DSI SANDWICH SHOP
FIELD ADVISORY SERVICES
ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS
Is your sandwich belt high angle conveyor still operating at its full potential?
Are you keeping an eye on the sandwich conveyor specific maintenance
items that will head off future downtime? Your high angle conveyor is a
carefully designed machine. Scheduling periodic expert reviews will ensure
that your high angle conveying system will continue to operate efficiently
and productively for many years.
Material spillage, carry-back, premature component wear, and increased
power consumption are just a few of the indicators that a high angle
conveyor is no longer at its best and is in need of proper servicing. But there is no need to wait
for something to go wrong! Use our field advisory services as a preventive measure towards
securing productive operation.

WHY CHOOSE DSI?
Dos Santos International is the world’s foremost authority
on the sandwich belt high angle conveyor technology. J.A.
Dos Santos, founder of DSI, developed the sandwich belt
technology in the early 1980s. Mr. Dos Santos, the
inventor of the most successful sandwich belt systems,
engineered, delivered and started up more sandwich belt
high angle conveying units than anyone in the history of
this technology. Why rely on anyone else?
While the Sandwich belt high angle conveyor is the flagship
system of Dos Santos International, we also offer extensive
expertise throughout the materials handling field, including
design and high tech analysis of conventional conveyors, studies
for new systems, upgrade of existing systems and general structural
and mechanical consulting services.

Our expert service is a small expense which will quickly pay for itself
in maintenance savings and productivity increases in the long term.

CALL THE EXPERTS TODAY!
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